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The Benefits of Working
with DSJ Global
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[My consultant] is genuinely a pleasure to
work with and knew exactly what I was
looking for from a career perspective…”
Mahesh Andiappan
Associate Director, Global Lead
GSK

[My consultant] has supported me
through a recruitment process in
Germany resulting in a fantastic career
opportunity for me…”

Global Talent Pipeline
Our consultants speak with Supply Chain professionals daily.
We nurture relationships with key players, industry bodies,
and top talent. This means we often deliver a great match of
requirements; from technical skills to cultural fit.

Daniel Pawlinski
Director Purchasing IFAG PUR FE R
Infineon Technologies

[My consultant] consistently provides
quality candidates that are not only
a great fit technically but also a good
culture fit…”
Stacey Montgomery
Corporate Recruiter
Rembrandt Foods

*Full testimonials can be found on our website
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Save time and scale fast
In times of unprecedented change, securing business-critical
talent to drive organisational, commercial or operational change
is imperative. Every day, our consultants are dedicated to the
sole task of recruitment; saving you time so that you can focus
on the bigger picture. Our reputation speaks for itself, we are
recognised as a leading service provider by the industry.

DSJ Global

Market Knowledge
Our consultants are dedicated and up-to-date
with news, developments, and current affairs for
the sectors and sub-sectors they cover.
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DSJ Global

Recruitment Knowledge
Our consultants are highly experienced in the
recruitment process, enabling them to help you find the
right talent for your needs. From ensuring job adverts
rank highly to validating interested candidates, they
focus on the recruitment process so that you can spare
time where you are needed—the internal processes.
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We can get your advert live very fast
As a specialist recruiter, we invest in a variety of sources of candidates.
We have existing contracts with all major job boards. This ensures we
can quickly cast a wide net of candidates. Additionally, we are one of
few firms holding a LinkedIn Enterprise wide licence as well as XING
licenses for every employee.
We are also experienced in parsing profiles quickly to find you only the
best fit, saving you time for onboarding and other internal processes.
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Permanent:
We offer retained and contingent
recruitment services, tailored to your
hiring needs.

Flexibility
We offer a range of bespoke recruitment solutions so that, together,
we can choose what works best for you. Whether you are looking
for one person or one hundred to oversee a time-sensitive project
or lead long-term growth, we will deliver exactly the people you
need, when you need them.

Multi-Hire:
We use a consultative approach to
understand and make recommendations
for our clients’ hiring needs.

Contract:
Our extensive network of contractors
and interim professionals to integrate
seamlessly into your business.

DSJ Global
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Risk mitigation updates/
market challenges

Preferred Partnership Program
We work alongside 70+ world-leading companies as their preferred
recruitment partner to secure talent. Our key account management
service keeps clients up-to-date with any changes that will shape
the future of work or affect the hiring process.
To accelerate your company performance with our bespoke
partnership program, please ask your Account Manager.

Marketing services
Sector specific market reports
Employer value propositions
Regular client updates and
bulletins on key issues
Hiring tips and resources
Salary benchmarks
Business consultancy partner

DSJ Global
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About us
DSJ Global is a leading specialist recruitment agency for procurement
and supply chain professionals. We know that people are a critical
business driver in any business. We exist to take care of one of the
market’s most significant challenges: talent acquisition.
www.dsjglobal.de
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